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Privacy Policy to participate in the IIP Taiwan project (International 
Internship Program Taiwan  

First name and last name: 

Name of university in 
Saxony:

Country of origin: 

Please submit your original signed statement to LEONARDO-BÜRO SACHSEN. 

I voluntarily provide my personal data to register and participate in the IIP-Taiwan project of the 
LEONARDO-BÜRO SACHSEN at the TUD Dresden University of Technology.  

I am informed that the data protection regulations in the imprint of the TU Dresden website generally 
apply and that my data will be stored on the server of the Center for Information Services and High 
Performance Computing at the TUD Dresden University of Technology, protected from unauthorized 
access.  

I am informed that my personal data will be deleted by the LEONARDO-BÜRO SACHSEN after a 
maximum of five years after my involvement in the IIP Taiwan project, if an internship in Taiwan came 
about.  

I am informed that the exchange of personal data must in principle be possible in order to ensure the 
proper implementation of the IIP Taiwan project by the LEONARDO-BÜRO SACHSEN and that the 
LEONARDO-BÜRO SACHSEN collects and processes the data exclusively for the project organization. 
My data will not be passed on to third parties outside of the IIP Taiwan project partnership with 
universities and potential or selected internship companies/hosts or will only be passed on after 
obtaining my written consent. 

I am aware that I can object to the data collection associated with registering for the IIP Taiwan project 
at any time. I am also aware that if I object before or during the project, my participation in the project 
will not be possible or will no longer be possible, as my data will then be deleted by the LEONARDO-
BÜRO SACHSEN within a maximum of four months. 

In order for the LEONARDO BÜRO SACHSEN to ensure a smooth and rapid exchange of information 
and documents, I can make the following decision:  
A:  

I agree to exchange personal data via unencrypted electronic means (e.g. by email) with 
LEONARDO-BÜRO SACHSEN.  

I agree that the LEONARDO BÜRO SACHSEN may exchange personal data, information and 
documents unencrypted via email with the university partners in Taiwan and potential or 
already selected internship institutions for the preparation, implementation and evaluation of 
the intended internship in Taiwan.  
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B: 
I do NOT agree to exchanging personal data via unencrypted electronic means (e.g. by 
email) with LEONARDO-BÜRO SACHSEN.  

I do NOT agree that the LEONARDO BÜRO SACHSEN may exchange personal data, 
information and documents unencrypted via email with the university partners in Taiwan 
and potential or already selected internship institutions for the preparation, implementation 
and evaluation of the intended internship in Taiwan. 

Ort, Datum ................................................................... 
Unterschrift 
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